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About This Game

As an outcast-scientist-turned-mutated-monster, seek vengeance against those who rejected your research! In Mighty Monster
Mayhem, you can tear down buildings, make entire 5d3b920ae0

Title: Mighty Monster Mayhem
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Rank17
Publisher:
Rank17
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NV

English
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Very fun Rampage style game. The controls are Climbey-style, and work well, and the performance is good. There's a story
mode, and the multiplayer is also very fun. Works well on Oculus Rift. Also, you can jump off a building, grab a helicopter out
of midair, and throw it into your buddy's face while you're freefalling. That alone was worth the price.. Fun game. Controls take
a few minutes to get used to, but very good tutorial to start the game. Really good VR experience. Showcases the possibilities
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and fun to climb around a city throwing cars and destroying buildings. 4.5 out of 5 stars.. game is fun but could use some
vibrations and sound effects could make a huge difference. wanted to play coop with friend but didn't work in coop.. Very fun
Rampage style game. The controls are Climbey-style, and work well, and the performance is good. There's a story mode, and the
multiplayer is also very fun. Works well on Oculus Rift. Also, you can jump off a building, grab a helicopter out of midair, and
throw it into your buddy's face while you're freefalling. That alone was worth the price.. wanted to play coop with friend but
didn't work in coop.
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